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Transforming the  
financial experience

Alexa

Siri

Ergomania is a digital product design 
agency, focussing on UX design and 
research, UI design, Service Design, 
Sitebuild and Frontend development. 
The main focus is on Fintech and 
banking.


Many people are comfortable with 
asking ‘assistants’ such as  to 
play our favorite music for us, or 
requesting  to spell ‘necessary’. 
And when we learn the answer, it’s 
not even necessary to say ‘thanks’, 
although sometimes the response 
times are swift enough, and the voice 
synthesis so good, that it can almost 
seem we are engaging in a real 
human-to-human conversation. The 
premise of the 2013 movie ‘Her’ in 
which a lonely writer develops a 
relationship with an operating 
system, is even less hard to believe 
now. Talking with and listening to 
our devices is no longer the stuff of 

science fiction, it’s a normal function 
of contemporary life.


But it’s something of a stretch to go 
from, ‘Play me Lady Gaga’s new song’ 
to fully trusting in the world of online 
banking, using voice activated 
systems. Sure, sending and depo- 
siting money, checking our balance, 
or many other banking functions 
have long been established as 
do-able using mouse and keyboard, 
or mobile screen. We feel like we’re in 
control, and can check and re-check 
the data before hitting enter. But 
there’s still something inherently 
strange about placing our faith in a 
voice-based program to achieve such 
results. Did it hear me correctly? Is 
anyone else listening in? Suddenly, 
voice recognition systems aren’t just 
for the fun things – now we’re getting 
serious.
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https://www.amazon.com/b?ie=UTF8&node=17934671011
https://www.apple.com/siri/


Where have we come from?

2018 research from Kleiner Perkins

Derek White
saying that

So what’s the current state of play in 
this area, especially in banking, and 
how is it possible to design systems 
which are rock solid? According to 

, 
“Voice recognition accuracy has 
rapidly surpassed 90% and is 
approaching the 99% threshold for 
accuracy.” Two years on, it’s safe to 
assume that accuracy hasn’t 
decreased. , then of 
BBVA Bank concurred, , 
“In 2020, 30% of searches on web 
browsers such as Google will be done 
via voice commands, that is, 
hands-free.” The route is therefore 
clear for widespread adoption of 
these ‘hands-free’ solutions, but 
there are issues still standing in the 
way, some of which were identified 
by Dr Andras Rung, founder and CEO 
of Ergomania, way back in the 
pre-history of voice systems - or 2013 
as it’s sometimes known. Andras has 
a PhD in Linguistics and Artificial 
Intelligence, the ideal skillset to 
address the subject of smart audio 
and voice-based systems. Ergomania 
is very different from other agencies - 
which work on financial projects but 
don’t possess a deep understanding 
of the business, or the IT 
opportunities and restrictions.


Ergomania is also strong on the 
innovation side and deals with voice 

and chat interfaces, and the block- 
chain. During the next fifteen minutes 
read, it will become clear just how 
different Ergomania is, and how the 
company approaches voice banking 
issues.
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Voice recognition accuracy 
is rapidly improving

The things that were keeping people 
from adopting such systems way 
back when were all essentially 
trust-based, and still are, the first 
category being of safety and 
security. How can we be sure that a 
system is unhackable and un- 
breakable? After all, there are many 
instances of supposedly totally 
secure systems and organizations 
which have been penetrated by 
malign actors. If even U.S. Pre- 
sidential elections can – allegedly – 
be influenced by hackers, then what 
hope is there for the security of our 
own humble bank account? So a 
perceived vulnerability to security 
flaws was, and is, a major factor 
blocking more widespread use of 
voice recognition and voice 
activated banking. Yes of course 
consumers see the advantages of 
‘hands free’ but do these outweigh 
the potential risks? Some question 
marks remain.


A similar objection comes with the 
belief that voice systems may not be 
discreet enough. We like the UX-UI 
design of the apps we use every day

Barriers to adoption

https://discover.jackhenry.com/fintalk/conversational-payments-how-voice-technology-is-changing-the-way-we-pay#_ftn6
https://www.linkedin.com/in/derek-white-99825ab/
https://ergomania.eu/fintech-ux-trends-the-time-of-voice-first-is-here/


to be easy to use and simple to 
understand. If for instance I decide to 
write a document from a hotel lobby 
computer, I expect that the Word or 
Google Docs I find there will be 
almost identical to the versions on 
my own devices. However when it 
comes to financial voice based apps, 
it seems we’re not so keen on ‘one 
size fits all’ offerings. We get the 
feeling that they are not discrete, and 
that even if our data and account is 
unhackable, perhaps it can be 
viewed, listened to, or shared. How 
much of our data are we ‘giving 
away’ to Amazon or Google in the 
process of simple banking 
transactions? One of the most private 
of our activities – our financial record 
keeping – could be accessible to 
others. And clearly, using a voice 
assistant in any kind of public space 
may not be a safe or discrete activity. 
Imagine having the details of our 
bank account and balance being 
relayed aloud as we sit in a café!

good 
example

Another hurdle to the wider uptake 
of voice systems for banking, which 
Rung and his Ergomania team’s 
research identified, was that 
consumers do not know what to ask. 
During tests it was also noticed that 
users often hesitated while speaking, 
which could then be interpreted by 
the system as signalling completion. 
Analysis of the speech sequence 
might then stop in mid-flow. So 
although machine learning is 
galloping ahead, we must still 
sometimes tailor our interface with a 
system by modifying our own 
language and our ‘ask’. There are now 
many instances of mishearings by AI 
systems, of which this is a 

: When a toddler asked his 
family’s Alexa to play his favorite 
song, “Digger, Digger,” Alexa heard 
something else. In response to the 
boy’s request, Alexa replied, “You 
want to hear a station for porn 
detected… hot chick amateur girl 
sexy.” Um, no, not quite what the 
toddler, or his family wanted.
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https://www.entrepreneur.com/slideshow/289621#4
https://www.entrepreneur.com/slideshow/289621#4
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most- 
spoken language

comedy sketch

Emirates NBD UAE CIMB 
Malaysia BBVA Turkey

English is not the world’s 
 and yet when it 

comes to voice-recognition it’s where 
the most development is taking 
place. If you’re a speaker of a 
language not widely-known in other 
countries, then chances are that your 
interface with voice systems is more 
limited, and probably less accurate. 
Speed of operation and response 
therefore becomes an additional 
issue for users. Did the system hear 
me, is it responding?


Voice recognition has to date been 
somewhat slow to recognize and 
respond to requests. There was often 
an observable lag between a request 
being made, and a response from the 
system: This is another reason why 
users still lack trust, because it’s a 
clear indication of non-human 
reaction. We are probably all familiar 
with that unnatural pause, followed 
by a phrase such as, ‘I’m sorry, I didn’t 
quite hear that…’ A Scottish-based 

 (I should warn you, 
it’s not entirely PC) illustrates the 
problem.


So not only does a voice system need 
to be capable of recognising human 
speech (as opposed to, say, the 
barking of a dog), but then the 
Ianguage used must also be 
detected. By and large this takes 
place in the platform assistant - such 
as Siri or Alexa - so in considering 
voice services, at least Banks and 
Fintechs don’t have to start from 
scratch in developing applications 
(although there are examples of 
proprietary systems, such as those 
from , 

 and .

In Ergomania’s initial approach to 
understanding the barriers to the 
adoption of voice recognition and 
voice activated banking by 
customers, the company collected 
samples via a questionnaire, and then 
trained a system, just to get things 
rolling, and observe how the system 
could understand new sentences 
based on the training set. We’ll 
discuss ‘utterances’ in a while. One of 
the first findings was that some of 
the crafted sentences were not ideal, 
and required modification, either in 
how the sentences were constructed, 
or how they were recognized by the 
system. Think of our own daily 
interactions: ‘I require a hot and 
freshly brewed beverage made from 
the beans of the Coffea Arabica 
plant,’ might be kinda fancy, but is 
not as direct as, ‘Gimme coffee!’ They 
both however have the same 
intention.

44 languages on 
smartphones

thirteen languages

8 languages
21 languages

The intent of what people say may be 
clear to them, but not always to 
machine learning systems. Another 
problem is exactly which language is 
being used. Google now recognizes 
119 languages for voice-to-text dic- 
tation, and as of March 2020, Google 
Assistant supports 

, with Google Home cur- 
rently supporting . 
Meanwhile as of March 2020, Ama- 
zon Alexa supports , and 
Apple’s Siri supports .

The initial approach

Language choice

https://venturebeat.com/2019/02/02/which-voice-assistant-speaks-the-most-languages-and-why/
https://venturebeat.com/2019/02/02/which-voice-assistant-speaks-the-most-languages-and-why/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J3lYLphzAnw
http://emiratesnbd.com/en/personal-banking/ways-of-banking/phone-banking/
https://www.cimbclicks.com.my/
https://www.cimbclicks.com.my/
https://www.garantibbva.com.tr/en
https://venturebeat.com/2019/12/12/google-assistant-can-now-interpret-44-languages-on-smartphones/
https://venturebeat.com/2019/12/12/google-assistant-can-now-interpret-44-languages-on-smartphones/
https://support.google.com/googlehome/answer/7550584?hl=en
https://developer.amazon.com/docs/custom-skills/develop-skills-in-multiple-languages.html
https://www.apple.com/ios/feature-availability/
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Emirates NBD’s virtual assistant ‘Eva’ 
operates in both Arabic and English 
for phone banking and via Facebook 
Messenger for text interaction. Eva is 
a world first for Arabic use, and the 
first use of voice recognition in the 
MENA region (Middle East and North 
Africa). The chatbot has been in 
operation since 2016. 


CIMB Malaysia also uses a proprietary 
chatbot and virtual assistant named 
‘Eva’, which as well as providing voice 
recognition, also ‘chartifies’ personal 
finances, giving easy-to-read 
graphics on spending patterns.


So with the platform assistant doing 
a lot of the work in ‘understanding’ 
and categorizing speech input, the 
meaning of what is being said to a 
specific app becomes much more 
predictable, within defined 
parameters. For example, it’s highly 
likely that a user will request balance 
information from their bank, and 
highly unlikely that they’ll try and 
order a hamburger. So context 
creates a much narrower and more 
precise field in which voice services 
for a specific industry need to work. 


In the case of banks, there is already 
a wealth of accumulated data from 
years of call center conversations 
between customers and operators, 
which can be called on to analyse 
what users ask for, and how they ask 
for it. So while the whole world of 
voice services is vast, narrowing the 
field for a specific application in the 
financial area makes it possible to 
begin defining the parameters that 
will be required for a successful 
product.

voice 
recognition
So far we have considered 

 and voice activation 
generically, as if they are the same 
thing. They’re not. Voice recognition 
is the process of getting a machine 
to understand instructions, such as 
asking an elevator to go to floor 
eleven, or to play a child’s favorite 
song. As long as there is a reasonable 
understanding of the language, 
syntax, and relatively clear accent or 
dialect on the part of the user, then 
the system will usually deliver on the 
request.

On the other hand, voice activation 
dives deeper. Our voices are as 
unique as our fingerprints, and now 
the goal is to individually recognize 
the person, rather than simply the 
words spoken. Now, by initially 
reading a set text and recording it, a 
voice recognition system can be 
used as someone’s unique personal 
identifier. This has to work even if the 
customer has a heavy cold, or is in a 
high ambient noise environment. 
When a voice recognition system 
compares a speaker with the samples 

Voice recognition vs  
voice activation

https://codete.com/blog/how-banks-can-leverage-voice-and-speech-recognition-technologies/
https://codete.com/blog/how-banks-can-leverage-voice-and-speech-recognition-technologies/
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superseded by voice use

collected in a database, it should be 
able to then accurately identify that 
individual. If it can match the speaker 
to the stored ‘voiceprints’ then it’s 
ripe for development as a tool for 
secure online banking. Touchscreens 
and a reliance on fingerprint 
recognition are rapidly set to be 

 to identify 
customers and give access to 
systems. Why? Because we all like 
the hands-free way of doing things, 
and how this allows us to 
simultaneously do other tasks. This 
isn’t just about convenience however 
- voice activation empowers and 
gives access to those who are visually 
impaired, or people who must work 
with full hands. It’s more than an 
alternative way of logging in, but 
enables a completely handsfree 
experience.

Pymnts.com

Fiserv

Canalys

than estimated. And if it’s happening 
in the USA, you can be pretty sure 
that other markets and language 
groups will follow. According to 

, a 25% increase was 
observed in the proportion of U.S. 
consumers making purchases via 
artificial intelligence-enabled speak- 
ers, and those doing so rose to 9.6% 
of all consumers in late 2019, versus 
just 7.7% the previous year.


Probably not surprisingly, the highest 
adopters in the USA were the 25 – 
34 age group comprising 61% of all 
adopters, and research from  
back in 2017 showed that more than 
half of consumers, then at 57%, were 
using voice-based services. In 
addition, according to , the 
U.S. market for devices such as Echo, 
Google Home, and HomePod, was 
poised to grow from 66 million in 
2018 to just under 90 million units in 
2019. Those figures don't take into 
account voice activation features 
offered by most smartphones. 
Figures for the installed base of the 
top three smart speaker devices in 
the USA, as of August 2019, showed 
53 million for Amazon Echo, 18.5 
million units for Google Home, with 
Apple Home Pod standing at 4.5 
million.

voice 
payment adoption in the USA

Naturally in the real world, both voice 
recognition and voice activation have 
to go hand in hand in order to 
develop usable, functioning appli- 
cations. And clearly the coming 
together of these technologies is 
increasing the feasibility of banking 
services by voice. For example 

 went 
from 8% of the population in 2017, to 
a projected 31% by 2022. These 
projections came prior to the 
Covid-19 pandemic, with the likeli- 
hood being that now many more 
people will want to bank as remotely 
as possible, so it’s safe to assume 
that the current figures will be higher 

Making banking by voice 
more feasible

https://www.pymnts.com/voice-activation/2020/is-voice-ultimate-touchless-payments-experience/
https://www.pymnts.com/
https://www.fiserv.com/en/about-fiserv/the-point/voice-activated-banking-market-is-ready-for-early-adopters.html#:~:text=Voice%2Dactivated%20device%20users%20are,far%20as%20they're%20concerned.&text=The%20evolution%20of%20the%20channel,from%20mobile%20and%20online%20banking.
https://www.canalys.com/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/917933/voice-payments-adoption-rate-usa/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/917933/voice-payments-adoption-rate-usa/
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and of course, to cut operating costs. 
Interactive Voice Response (IVR) 
tools are helping banks improve 
customer engagement when using 
their financial services.

first bank to use voice activation

Interestingly many users employ their 
voice recognition devices while per- 
forming other activities, such as 
cooking, watching TV, and even in the 
shower. And although Millennials and 
Generation Z-ers tend to be the most 
prolific users, there are notable de- 
mographics which also find voice 
systems useful, or even essential.


These include children and the el- 
derly, both of whom might otherwise 
struggle with access. People with 
reading problems such as dyslexia, or 
who are visually impaired, also bene- 
fit from voice-based systems.


So, it seems the early battles are won, 
and voice recognition and activation 
are now recognized by consumers as 
being beneficial. As for banks, in 
February 2019, HSBC became the 

 in 
products released to its customers. 
This marked a new direction in 
biometric authentication for the 
financial services sector, by using a 
‘voiceprint’ to ID a customer. HSBC 
said that mobile banking customers 
would no longer have to remember 
their password and other data to 
access their accounts. There was 
however a ‘one of those things’ 
moments that came during the initial 
rollout: the HSBC voice activation 
software incorrectly verified a 
customer, when the actual caller was 
the customer’s sibling.


Despite such glitches, international 
banks are increasingly looking to 
voice technologies to increase se- 
curity measures for their customers, 

What else is going on?

https://emerj.com/ai-sector-overviews/voice-speech-recognition-banking/


Where does UX fit in?
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Adele Goldberg

Charles Fillmore

lexical semantics

But let’s look more specifically at 
what UX-UI design brings to the 
party, by checking in with Ergomania. 
The company is a specialist in UX-UI 
design for the Fintech area, and 
majors in research-led design pro- 
cesses which are arrived at through 
integrated measurement, permeat- 
ing all areas of a business, and 
mapping functions based on mental 
models. In other words, products are 
developed not through endless 
arguments or ad hoc executive 
decisions, but based on the steady 
appliance of science. In terms of the 
development of Ergomania’s voice 
based banking research, this begins 
with extensive fieldwork and 
interviews, and a thorough grounding 
in Voice User Interface (VUI) tech- 
nologies, and Construction Grammar, 
a branch of modern language theory.


This is as proposed by linguistics 
professor  whose 
work has inspired analyses of many 
grammatical constructions in dif- 
ferent languages (think of ‘Gimme 
coffee!’ and extrapolate).


’s pioneering work is 
another touchstone for the 
Ergomania approach, which incor- 
porates his research into syntax and 

. For example, a 
single word, ‘bank’ can mean ‘the 
edge of a river’, or the action of an 
aircraft turning, or a place where 
money is stored. Context enables 
humans to understand how a word is 

Natural 
Language Processing

being used at any particular time. 
Machines have to be just as smart in 
order to support our wish to have 
safe, secure and easy to use voice 
based banking. (And note that now, 
‘bank’ has turned from a noun into a 
verb: ‘to bank’. We really don’t want 
any slip-ups of the ‘Digger Digger’ 
sort!)


Opening the ‘Black Box’ of 
 (NLP) under- 

pins many of the Ergomania pro- 
cesses of investigation and work- 
shopping with clients. NLP expresses 
the discovered working mechanism  – 
the syntax – of what makes human 
speech work. 

A typical analysis of a sentence 
could look like this: ‘Alexa, ask Skill 
Master what are skills?’ 


Here Alexa is the ‘wake word’ which 
triggers a response. Ask is the 
‘launch’, and Skill Master is the ‘skill 
name’. What are is the ‘utterance’ (of 
which you may recall that Ergomania 
started in this field, with the single 
original intent: ‘Send Money’), and 
Skills is known as the ‘Slot Value’. 
Having a frame construction with the 
phrase What are… (something), 
where in this case ‘something’ is 
skills, is a way of using construction 
grammar, where a value can be 
changed, based on ‘rules’. Having  

Parsing

https://adele.princeton.edu/
https://lx.berkeley.edu/charles-j-fillmore-1929-2014
https://oxfordre.com/linguistics/view/10.1093/acrefore/9780199384655.001.0001/acrefore-9780199384655-e-29#:~:text=Lexical%20semantics%20is%20the%20study,that%20occur%20within%20the%20vocabulary.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_language_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_language_processing
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established ‘What are...’ the rules 
allow a value such as ‘skills’ (or ‘dogs’ 
for that matter), to be inserted, 
however ‘because’ would be outside 
the construction grammar. 


Similarly, for example, taking the Slot 
Value of ‘the door’ - based on both 
semantics and grammar, a reasonable 
assumption is that we can open, or 
close the door, but not eat the door. 
Using a frame construction grammar 
allows a set of ‘rules’ to be applied so 
that within described boundaries 
only a specific number of actions can 
be applied. Or, to rephrase the 
interaction with Alexa, we could 
make the utterance, ‘Tell me more 
about’ followed by the slot value of 
‘skills’. 


It’s the kind of processing we all 
constantly do in any conversation, 
but breaking down and under- 
standing the syntax of a sentence 
requires a lot of work when designing 
a system to accomplish such 
transactions. And although this may 
seem obvious, it’s only through 
rigorous understanding and app- 
lication of syntactical and lexical 
theories that Ergomania is able to 
bring added value to Fintech clients.


Dialog between humans is not always 
100% direct or clear, and in practice 
we don’t need to understand each 
and every word in a sentence to get 
the meaning. If someone shouts, 
“There’s been an accident, call the…” 
We will immediately deduce that 
calling for a Doctor or an ambulance 
is the most likely request, even if we 
miss that keyword. But how is this 
achieved within AI, when - it would 
seem - the system would either wait 

for further information, or need to 
scan through endless permutations? 
In cases such as this, Ergomania 
employs methodologies such as 
‘Wildcards’.

WildcardIn coding, a  is a symbol 
such as an asterisk (*) or question 
mark (?) used to replace or represent 
one or more characters. The 
importance of utilizing wildcards in 
planning the workflow of a system is 
that a single character can be used to 
represent a whole string, when either 
it’s not necessary to describe that 
whole string, or because it can’t be 
described – there is too little 
information to identify the object or 
statement with 100% accuracy. So AI 
might be able to identify that it is 
seeing (or hearing) ‘animal’ but might 
not be absolutely sure whether 
‘animal’ is a dog or a cat. Time to deal 
the wildcard. 


“There’s been an accident, call the * ” 
would indicate an unknown, or 
uncertainty. We don’t want a process 
to grind to a halt just because one 
factor is unknown, so the wildcard 
approach allows dialog to continue 
even without 100% ‘understanding’. 

 is a further metho- 
dology used by Ergomania, where a 
flowchart is created to graphically 
outline a process, derived from a 
logical series of enquiries. If a user is 
asked the right questions, then they’ll 
probably receive the appropriate  

Dialog Mapping

Wildcards

Dialog Mapping

https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/w/wildcard.htm#:~:text=Alternatively%20referred%20to%20as%20a,that%20represents%20a%20single%20character.
http://fasterthan20.com/wiki/Dialogue_Mapping_examples
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answers. I might say that I want to 
travel to Timbuktu. Your response 
could be ‘Why?’ My answer would be, 
‘To meet up with a friend’.


Dialog Mapping which resulted in the 
question, ‘How do you want to get to 
Timbuktu?’ would be immediately 
more useful, because I would be 
prompted to reply ‘By air.’ Bingo! The 
next thing the system should be 
asking is, ‘Do you want me to search 
for flights?’ Notice, by the way, that I 
used the linguistically ambivalent 
term, ‘By air’. A very literal and rather 
OCD system would be trying to figure 
out how I would use 78% nitrogen, 
21% oxygen and 1% other gases to 
reach my destination. A smart system 
would know, or have learned that ‘By 
air’ can be interpreted as travelling in 
an airplane. It’s key that systems must 
adapt to regular expressions. For 
example ‘Call’ is typically used by 
American English speakers, while 
Australian and British English 
speakers are likely to say ‘Ring’. The 
intent is the same in both cases, but 
the AI system must be responsive to 
such variations. Both terms must be 
in the frame. This applies to 
large-scale use, and down to personal 
interaction. If a typical opening 
gambit of mine is to say, “I’m 
wondering if…” then this needs to be 
recognized as a regular expression 
which is equivalent to the Alexa 
‘wake’ word.



Tools from the toolbox
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It’s more than about advanced 
linguistic theory and practice 
however. VUI technologies also have 
to be constantly reviewed and kept 
abreast of. To this end, Ergomania is 
adept in the use and deployment of a 
number of leading tools:

improved and updated

application, device, bot, or IVR 
system. Using Dialogflow, you can 
provide new and engaging ways for 
users to interact with your product.’ 
Dialogflow is able to analyze more 
than ‘just’ one form of input and can 
accept multiple types, including text 
as well as audio from a phone or 
voice recording. It can then respond 
to customers both through text, or 
with synthetic speech. Dialogflow 
was  in 
February 2020, with - among other 
features - a tenfold increase in the 
number of ‘intents’ available to virtual 
agents. The system currently sup- 
ports 15 ‘root’ languages, including  
4 local variations of English, 2 of 
French, and 2 of Portuguese.

 is promoted as, ‘Em- 
powering organizations to create 
advanced conversational experiences 
for IVR and chatbots using market‑ 
leading tools for design, speech, 
natural language, dialog, and testing. 
With one tooling platform across the 
full software development lifecycle, 
enterprises gain greater control, 
accelerated development time, and 
increased business agility. The result 
is conversational AI that drives bus- 
iness outcomes.’ 


The software currently enables 
conversational experience in 

, within the same project: 
an important feature in reducing - or 
even eliminating - the need to repeat 
the same work for each channel. 

Nuance Mix

85 
languages

DialogflowSimilarly,  is a, ‘Natural 
language understanding platform 
that makes it easy to design and 
integrate a conversational user 
interface into your mobile app, web 

Nuance Mix

Dialogflow

LUIS
Language Understanding in Action, 
or  from Microsoft, ‘Interprets 
user goals (intents) and distills 
valuable information from sentences 
(entities), for a high quality, nuanced 
language model. LUIS integrates 
seamlessly with the Azure Bot 
Service, making it easy to create a 
sophisticated bot.’ LUIS currently 
supports 13 languages worldwide.

Watson
In the roster of software there’s also 

 from IBM, one of the most 
widely recognized tools in the AI 

LUIS

Watson

https://www.zdnet.com/article/google-cloud-updates-diagflow-for-better-contact-center-ai-agents/
https://www.nuance.com/omni-channel-customer-engagement/nuance-mix.html
https://www.nuance.com/omni-channel-customer-engagement/nuance-mix.html#:~:text=Enable%20users%20to%20create%20advanced,redo%20work%20for%20each%20channel.
https://www.nuance.com/omni-channel-customer-engagement/nuance-mix.html#:~:text=Enable%20users%20to%20create%20advanced,redo%20work%20for%20each%20channel.
https://cloud.google.com/dialogflow/docs/
https://www.luis.ai/
https://www.ibm.com/watson
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Watson 
assistant service

toolbox. IBM says, ‘Watson helps you 
unlock the value of your data in 
entirely new, profound ways, giving 
every member of your team the 
power of AI. With a suite of pre-built 
applications and tools to build, run 
and manage your AI, Watson gives 
you insights to predict and shape 
outcomes and infuse intelligence into 
your workflows.’ Well it’s hard to 
argue with that. The 

 currently supports 
13 languages in the  GA category 
(Generally Available), with other 
languages partially supported - and 
of course in continuous development.

https://cloud.ibm.com/docs/assistant?topic=assistant-language-support
https://cloud.ibm.com/docs/assistant?topic=assistant-language-support


The UX journey
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When I first came to UX-UI, it was 
through examples of consumer 
products, both good and bad, with 
the ‘fails’ being the most notable, and 
often most amusing. However, when 
form and function come together in 
a well-designed product, we just 
accept it. It feels ‘right’. On the other 
hand a badly designed product will 
always annoy us because it doesn’t 
do quite what we want it to, or what 
was promised. As I found out more 
about UX-UI, it became apparent that 
the screens we all look at on tablets, 
laptops and phones are also 
designed. The original Windows 
‘Start’ button that was used to Stop 
the device remains a mystery of 
UX-UI design, at least to me. 
Generally however the design of 
screens is now a highly regarded 
and specialized activity, and here’s 
the thing: although we’re talking 
about voice based financial services 
here, there are still likely to be 
screens involved. So while Ergomania 
and similar companies may be 
researching audio interfaces and 
using the tools already mentioned, 
they must also create visual screens. 
It’s a full package, and not one that 
can be delivered by just anyone.


So what are the steps necessary to 
build a voice-based banking app? 
They can be broken down into the 
following:

Seems obvious? Well not really! 
Clients typically want solutions which 
can ‘do everything’, from day one. 
This is rarely realistic, but the process 
can be managed by workshopping 
and other intensive, but overall 
time-saving methods. In a relatively 
short time it’s possible to reach the 
essential ‘must-have’ components of 
a system, for example by agreement 
to focus on domestic payments. That 
in itself is a major mountain to climb, 
so concentrate efforts there, before 
moving on to - for example - 
international payments. Of course it’s 
important to have a clear roadmap to 
longterm goals, but in the initial 
stages it’s vital to limit ‘mission 
creep’. Define the goals and scope of 
a project, and stick to them. That way 
the project will come in on time and 
on budget. Then of course, build on a 
proven success.

1. Define the goal,  
and scope

Inherent in the definition of goal and 
scope comes the research and 
selection of the most suitable 
technologies to deliver the product - 
for instance, the development of a 
web interface, the use of Google 
speech to text, and which NLP 
(Natural Language Processing) 
model to adopt. It’s here that the 

2. Define the technology
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tools already outlined (such as 
DialogFlow, Watson, and LUIS) will be 
selected and deployed. These 
decisions go hand-in-glove with step 
one, and are also defined by the 
initial workshopping and enquiry 
process. Parsing also comes into play 
here of course since breaking down 
and understanding the syntax of 
sentences used to accomplish 
transactions must be developed at 
the same time. 

ments made. It’s very much a step by 
step approach, rooted in logic and 
facts, not to be ‘railroaded’ by 
emotional views or apparent needs 
within the client organization. Both 
client and UX-UI agency must be ‘on 
the same side’ of course, but in this 
arena, facts speak louder than wishes, 
and the analysis of results provides a 
clear picture of actual interaction 
between customer and bank, or 
Fintech organization.

With goals, scope and technology 
now set, in-depth research com- 
mences. It’s one thing to define a 
system, quite another to observe it in 
operation. This now involves collec- 
ting samples through resources such 
as a bank’s call center. How do 
customers interact with bank 
personnel? What questions do they 
ask, and how do they phrase these 
differently to the ‘ideal’ question/ 
answer sets which were mapped in 
the planning stage? There will also be 
interviews with users and operators, 
searching for which aspects of 
transactions went well, and what 
could be improved. All of this, plus 
questionnaires to gather data on 
what’s happening in ‘the real world’.

With masses of data collated, these 
are then analysed and conclusions 
drawn. Perhaps the initial concept, 
goals or scope were not quite on 
target? Then further iterations of the 
process will be needed, or adjust- 

And that’s it? Well no: before going 
live, it’s testing, testing, testing. Do 
users get what they need from the 
system, and indeed does the system 
get what it needs from users? For 
example, some users are ‘microphone 
shy’ and speak hesitantly, or are 
unsure exactly what to say - they are, 
in effect, intimidated by the process. 

3. Run research

4. Analyze results

6. Test

Only at this stage is it possible to 
define and write the dialogs and 
create the supporting screens which 
will enable users to interface with the 
system. Of course throughout the 
development process the team will 
have been moving towards this point, 
but with open minds about how the 
final designs will look and feel. Now 
the business of bringing together all 
the design parameters takes place to 
make a working application. This 
includes training the Natural Langu- 
age Understanding module.

5. Define and write dialogs, 
design supporting screens
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And how well does the system cope 
with different accents or regional 
variations of speaking? So there’s a 
two-way street of testing and tuning 
to produce an application which is as 
ready to launch as it is possible to be. 
And naturally, even after the launch 
the testing and analysis continues.  
This includes logging the 
communication with users as well 
and improving the system based on 
that analysis. For example, if a user 
says, “I want to throw 5 dollars to my 
pal John,” this may not be 
understood (‘throw’ instead of 
‘send’), but the sample can be fed to 
the engine as a ‘send money intent’, 
with a number + currency / recipient 
input.



Banking and Fintech adoption
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voice based systems 
by banks

PayPal

Capital One 

Challenger Bank Monzo

The adoption of 
 is now developing at pace, 

with voice activated apps coming up 
in the fast lane.


Starting around 2016  US was 
already using the medium of Siri for 
account enquiries, and in the same 
month – of November – 
US introduced account enquiries, 
spending tracking, payments, balance 
checking and bill paying to their 
offering, by way of Alexa. 


European ‘ ’  
had already set the pace in 
September 2016, using Siri to enable 
payments and account queries, and 
since that time there has been a 
pile-on of more and more traditional 
banks, challenger banks and 
neobanks discovering the benefits of 
voice services. Clearly a major 
advantage is in cutting costs on 
personnel in call centers, but voice 
services also enable screening and 
funneling to the call centers by 
‘weeding out’ many simple and 
time-consuming enquiries. The 
enquiries, and needs and wants 
which then are forwarded to the call 
center for human interaction are 
therefore much more focused, 
making the interaction between 
customer and operator more 
rewarding, and efficient.


Voice recognition also impacts call 
centers, where chatbots increasingly 
play an important part in dealing 

call center 
staff

RPA

already using 
RPA

current chatbot usage 

American Express

directly with customers, providing 
24/7 coverage, and - of course - 
leading to the reduction of 

.


Robotic Process Automation, or , 
uses AI to automate repetitive tasks, 
typically in workflow processes 
related to ‘back office’ functions, or 
on factory production lines. Chatbots 
in banking and Fintech call centers 
perform the same sort of functions, 
since likely as not, most customer 
issues involve frequently asked 
questions, and relatively simple 
solutions to problems. Human oper- 
ators get tired, and sometimes tem- 
pers fray, but not so the robots, 
which carry on diligently problem- 
solving. Major banks such as AXA 
and Deutsche Bank are 

 to automate business processes, 
and through the methodologies of 
Natural Language Programming, the 
operator in the help center is 
increasingly likely to be robotic.


Examples of 
by banks includes:


, which uses its 
association with dealers to provide 
information to customers through the 
guidance of chatbots. This includes 
real-time sales information, 
contextual support, and reminders 
about credit card privileges. The 
customer uses their card to connect 
with the chatbot via Messenger.

https://emerj.com/ai-sector-overviews/voice-speech-recognition-banking/#:~:text=AI%20vendors%20such%20as%20Nuance,Assist%20customer%20voice%20interaction%20app.
https://emerj.com/ai-sector-overviews/voice-speech-recognition-banking/#:~:text=AI%20vendors%20such%20as%20Nuance,Assist%20customer%20voice%20interaction%20app.
https://www.paypal.com/hu/home
https://www.capitalone.com/
https://www.fintechmagazine.com/banks-and-challenger-banks/difference-between-neobank-and-challenger-bank
https://monzo.com/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/parmyolson/2019/02/08/how-vodafones-chatbot-technology-is-helping-it-cut-jobs/#4204d99e4a04
https://www.forbes.com/sites/parmyolson/2019/02/08/how-vodafones-chatbot-technology-is-helping-it-cut-jobs/#4204d99e4a04
https://www.ibm.com/cz-en/automation/rpa?p1=Search&p4=43700054611827544&p5=b&cm_mmc=Search_Google-_-1S_1S-_-EP_HU-_-%2Brobotic%20%2Bprocess%20%2Bautomation_b&cm_mmca7=71700000068224560&cm_mmca8=kwd-67522572859&cm_mmca9=Cj0KCQjwtsv7BRCmARIsANu-CQdTP9CZbpHinZ7d4XDKc3AwAeHxU75cf9N12lzPXj1vLYsJ9imWNykaAonQEALw_wcB&cm_mmca10=438917116770&cm_mmca11=b&gclid=Cj0KCQjwtsv7BRCmARIsANu-CQdTP9CZbpHinZ7d4XDKc3AwAeHxU75cf9N12lzPXj1vLYsJ9imWNykaAonQEALw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://automationedge.com/robotic-process-automation-rpa-in-banking-industry/#:~:text=Major%20banks%20like%20Axis%20Bank,are%20prone%20to%20have%20errors.
https://automationedge.com/robotic-process-automation-rpa-in-banking-industry/#:~:text=Major%20banks%20like%20Axis%20Bank,are%20prone%20to%20have%20errors.
https://medium.com/voice-tech-podcast/examples-and-best-use-cases-of-chatbots-in-banking-industry-1a46cebdb0cd
https://www.americanexpress.com/
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 Bank’s Electronic Virtual 
Assistant (EVA) is an AI-powered 
banking partner for HDFC customers 
in India. It helps with branch 
addresses, IFSC codes, loans 
applications, and interest valuation 
reports.


The 
(CommBank) has a chatbot called 
Ceba to assist customers with 
activities such as activating cards, 
monitoring account balances, and 
making payments. Ceba is regarded 
as being one of the most successful 
projects in the bank’s history.


Chatbots and RPA are therefore 
already with us. In fact some banks 
specifically give users the option of 
speaking to a human operator, but 
warn of potential delays, as opposed 
to the (almost) always available 
robotic option. So banking and 
Fintech customers are already 
becoming accustomed to voice 
recognition assistants, and this is only 
set to grow. 


It may be worth pausing to ask why? 
Well, in every part of the world banks 
are closing their bricks-and-mortar 
buildings. These are expensive to 
staff and run, and at the same time 
fewer customers wish to go into a 
physical building to make their 
financial transactions. People are now 
very used to doing shopping and 
business through their devices, and 
so there’s been a push-pull effect 
with banks. Customers want ease of 
access, banks want to cut down on 
real estate. In the wider area of 
Fintech businesses, they are almost 
exclusively founded on the accessi- 

HDFC

Commonwealth Bank Australia 

bility provided by the internet, so the 
idea of a physical presence and 
access point for customers is not 
even considered. 


So let’s take a whirlwind tour of the 
banking and Fintech world in 
September 2020 and see what’s 
going on with voice based services, 
and where new developments are 
taking place.

https://www.hdfcbank.com/
https://www.commbank.com.au/


Europe

ebankIT

10 ‘Emerging Stars’

The  Fintech software com- 
pany offers ‘Omnichannel Digital 
Banking’. Originally based in Porto, 
Portugal, the company now also has 
a physical presence in New York and 
headquarters in London, and cur- 
rently operates in 20 countries. In 
2016 the company was assessed as 
one of the  in the 
global market by KPMG. 


EbankIT, “Creates products focused 
on delivering the most widely adop- 
ted banking solutions to customers, 
in a way they will enjoy and engage 
with, such as Internet Banking, 
Mobile and Voice Banking for 
Wearables, Social Banking apps with 
Augmented Reality and Biometric 
Authentication features - namely 
Voice Authentication, Smart 
Assistant, Voice Navigation and 
Product Subscription - amongst 
others.” 


EbankIT originally was set up with 
Microsoft’s virtual assistant, Cortana, 
but is now ranked as having Alexa 
website traffic at just under 300,000 
as of August 2020.
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short video

unified customer contact centers

2014, called ‘Inge’ (pronounced 
‘Inga’) - the first voice-based 
banking app in Europe. Set up as an 
in-house developed ‘conversational- 
like inter-face’ (see a  in 
Dutch with English subtitles), the 
service has now developed to include 
voice bio-metrics (voiceprinting) and 
hands-free operation. ING Bank is 
also in the process of rolling out 

, so 
far in the Netherlands, Belgium and 
the Czech Republic, with a total of 12 
countries due by the end of 2020, 
using a range of contact options 
which include voice services.


This, it should be pointed out, is 
something of a brave move in a 
language-divided market, where 
French and Dutch are spoken 
(Belgium), or in the Czech Republic, 
where there is currently no Alexa or 
Google support for the Czech 
language. The future of banking and 
Fintech? It seems likely that where 
ING Bank is now treading, others will 

, established in the Nether- 
lands, and now a multi-national, 
created a  system 
operating in the Netherlands from 

ING Bank

Nuance-based

The Netherlands

Portugal

https://www.ebankit.com/
https://blog.ebankit.com/news-press/kpmg-chooses-ebankit-as-one-of-the-10-emerging-stars-in-the-global-market
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2HkhIR0AMOE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32508/ing-rolls-out-contact-centre-platform-across-12-countries
https://www.ing.com/Home.htm
https://news.nuance.com/2014-09-16-ING-Introduces-a-Voice-Controlled-Mobile-Banking-App-Powered-by-Nuance
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, founded in Belgium in the 
late 90s, has a voice assistant named 

 (an acronym to convey ‘KBC 
Assistant To Ease (your life)’ which 
was launched mid-2020, with a 
planned rollout to personal clients in 
November. The app offers 15 ‘much 
requested functions’ with English 
being the first language supported 
for voice, using Siri. More languages 
are due to be added by the end of 
2020 - with coverage extended to 
the Czech Republic, Hungary, 
Slovakia, Bulgaria, and Ireland. 
Current voice functions include 
money transfer, and a service specific 
to Belgium for AssurCard. This can be 
accessed by voice if a user is 
admitted to hospital and needs to 
provide their national insurance 
health number, and other main 
details.

KBC Bank

Kate

Belgium

pilot projectA  in the Czech Republic 
is designed to analyse all the 
different energy providers in the 
country, and then advise where the 
best savings can be made. As with 
the initiatives by ING Bank, the way 
forward is being indicated, even 
where there is no current Google or 
Amazon support for a language.

Czech Republic

soon follow. Having been an 
innovator in voice recognition, the 
bank now appears to be setting the 
pace across national and language 
borders. 

Deutsche Bank  

Germany also has a lot of activity 
around voice based banking services 
with at least 13 banks basing their 
offering on Alexa, 4 on Siri, and one 
using Google Home. 

Germany

https://www.kbc.com/en/about-us.html?zone=topnav
https://www.brusselstimes.com/news/business/117844/kbc-clients-get-to-know-kate-their-new-digital-assistant/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=p3EGwtQiM_0&app=desktop
https://www.db.com/company/index.htm


chatbot 
named ‘Neon’

Volksbank 
Raiffeisenbank
Bonify

uses Siri and incorporates a Finance 
Planner and Multi-Banking, branch 
and ATM finder, as well as account 
balance enquiries, transfers, and 
standing orders.  The ‘mobile bank’ 
N26 based in Berlin, has a 

 which, “Speaks five 
languages, is available 24/7, and can 
answer 30% of basic customer 
enquiries” - via Siri. Alexa was 
adopted by the Cooperative financial 
network in 2018, including 

, and Fintech company 
.
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Startup 
Partner Program

using templates in Hungarian. 
Templates can - for instance - be set 
up so that ‘Send money to mother’ 
will be recognized as an instruction 
to pay to a specific saved account 
number.  As part of its 

, OTP is focussing on 
voice-based identification and fraud 
detection for contact centers, and 
voice-based banking solutions with 
integrated voice commands. Call 
centers also have chatbots enabled 
to provide transcriptions of 
conversations - a valuable tool of 
record if customers ever query or 
challenge decisions. The bank is 
actively planning to take further 
steps into the voice based arena - in a 
language which has scant support 
from current technologies.

OTP BankIn Hungary,  entered the 
voice market with money transfer 
capabilities, based on Nuance, and 

Hungary
 is Norway’s largest Financial 

Services company, and other Scan- 
dinavian organizations exploring 
and developing voice services 
include the Swedish 

 (SEB), and 

DNB

Skandinaviska 
Enskilda Banken Spare 

Scandanavia

https://medium.com/insiden26/history-of-neon-our-customer-service-chatbot-e86e7d9ba7ea
https://medium.com/insiden26/history-of-neon-our-customer-service-chatbot-e86e7d9ba7ea
https://www.vr.de/privatkunden.html
https://www.vr.de/privatkunden.html
https://www.bonify.de/
https://otpstartup.com/
https://otpstartup.com/
https://otpstartup.com/
https://www.dnb.no/en/personal
https://sebgroup.com/
https://sebgroup.com/
https://www.sparebank1.no/nb/bank/privat.html


 in Norway. SEB was an early 
adopter of voice services with the 
Aida digital assistant in 2017, the 
same year that Norway’s 

 launched its Nova chatbot, 
initially to the life and pensions 
segment of its business. Poland’s 

 is also active in the 
area of voice services, using their 
Milla voice and intention recognition 
assistant for customer conversation 
and transcriptions. The bank’s 
Prestige service also employs voice 
activation to ID customers and then 
forward their call to a human 
operator in the appropriate bricks- 
and-mortar bank. Presumably with a 
lot less time spent listening to 
annoying background music and the 
looped message, ‘Your call is 
important to us, please hold…’


Bank 1

Nordea 
Bank

Bank Millennium
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https://www.sparebank1.no/nb/bank/privat.html
https://www.nordea.com/en/
https://www.nordea.com/en/
https://www.bankmillennium.pl/en/individuals


English Speaking Countries

 from Bank of America is a 
custom-created virtual financial 
assistant which customers can use 
through the options of ‘Talk, type or 
tap’, giving access to bill-paying 
services, sending and receiving 
money, and account balances and 
information. Currently Erica is only 
available in English, but Spanish is in 
development. Erica learns and 
improves as the recognition of the 
voice characteristics of a customer 
become more familiar. 

Erica

December 2019

4 million users

The initial pilot program of Erica was 
with Bank of America employees 
only, before being launched in the 
USA’s smallest state of Rhode Island. 
The app was then made available in 
eight further states, before rollout to 
the whole country. Two months after 
this, over one million customers were 
using Erica, and as of  
this figure had jumped to a 10 million 
user base. Perhaps mainly as a result 
of the pandemic, there are now some 
additional .

One of the attractions for many users 
of Erica is the speed advantage 
when used in voice mode. Whereas 
text input by a user is typically 
around 40 words per minute, voice 
input can reach 130 words per minute 
- meaning that Erica is able to ‘listen’ 
at that rate. Outputting of text by the 
assistant can be up to 240 words per 
minute - a speed suitable for reading 
by users, and which is two times 
faster than the maximum 130 words 
per minute output in voice mode. 


Currently most of the pace around 
voice recognition and voice 
activation is coming from the USA 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USA

Hi, it’s Erica. You have a bill due soon that 
requires your attention.

7m agoBOFA

https://promo.bankofamerica.com/erica/
https://bankinnovation.net/allposts/biz-lines/retail/bofas-ai-powered-assistant-erica-pulls-in-10-million-users/
https://www.businessinsider.com/bank-of-america-erica-usage-spikes-during-pandemic-2020-6


market, where many organizations 
have been actively engaged for the 
last three to four years. These include 
PayPal US, Capital One US, American 
Express, Wells Fargo, US Bank, 
Enrichment CU US, and many others 
- all working variations on the theme 
of account queries, payments and 
spending tracking. In fact it’s much 
quicker to list which institutions are 
not engaging with voice-based 
services. (Probable answer: none). 
Best estimate is that around 80 
international / multinational banks 
are actively engaged in voice recog- 
nition and activation projects.

Allied Irish Bank
HSBC

Royal Bank of 
Scotland Neo and challenger

Starling Monzo
D3 Banking

MyBank

tander is, “My voice is my password”, 
repeated up to 5 times to train the 
system. Thereafter this sentence 
provides access, allowing payments 
to be made, track transactions, or 
report a lost card. This is achieved 
using Natural Language Processing, 
and around 100 characteristics of an 
individual voice are processed to 
determine if the caller is genuine.


Nuance’s voice recognition solutions 
are also used in Britain and Ireland by 
banks which include , 

 (with a virtual assistant named 
‘Amy’), and the 

.  banks 
in the UK such as ,  
and  are all active in 
digital banking using voice based 
technologies. (‘Neo’ banks refer to 
digital-only cloud-based bank-like 
activities, with the backing of a 
traditional bank. ‘Challenger’ banks 
are licensed banks with some 
bricks-and-mortar presence, but 
using a high degree of digitization in 
their offering, examples being 
Revolut and .
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Santander Bank

voice 
recognition

In the UK,  was the 
first bank in the country to initiate 
payment by voice, in March 2016, and 
is currently using Nuance to run 
chatbot inquiry services. Since June 
2019 the bank has also used 

 to identify customers and 
run security checks, instead of 
account and security numbers. The 
voiceprint sentence used by San- 

UK and Ireland

https://findbiometrics.com/irish-bank-nuance-voice-authentication-system-512043/
https://www.hsbc.co.uk/ways-to-bank/online-banking/
https://personal.rbs.co.uk/personal/banking-with-royal-bank-of-scotland.html?intcam=PC_HP-TTB-UKN-DEF
https://personal.rbs.co.uk/personal/banking-with-royal-bank-of-scotland.html?intcam=PC_HP-TTB-UKN-DEF
https://www.fintechmagazine.com/banks-and-challenger-banks/difference-between-neobank-and-challenger-bank
https://www.starlingbank.com/
https://monzo.com/
https://www.d3banking.com/
https://mybank.eu/en/
https://www.santander.co.uk/personal/support/customer-support/chat-with-us
https://www.moneysavingexpert.com/news/2019/04/santander-plans-voice-recognition-for-security-checks/
https://www.moneysavingexpert.com/news/2019/04/santander-plans-voice-recognition-for-security-checks/


Rest of World

 is an Indian-based multi- 
national banking and financial ser- 
vices company which launched voice 
banking services in April 2020, using 
Alexa and Google Assistant. Fun- 
ctions currently include checking a 
savings account balance and credit 
card details - including due date, due 
amount and the last five transactions. 
However the response to the cus- 
tomer from ICICI bank is by SMS text, 
so clearly there is a way to go in 
developing this offering. In India the 
bank has around 20 million cus- 
tomers for its basic account, although 
it is thought that up to  
may be inactive. The challenges of a 
market with 

 suggests that the rollout 
of fully integrated voice services may 
be some way down the line, 
(although admittedly the bulk of 
business transactions are in either 
Hindi or English).

ICICI Bank

30% of these

23 officially recognized 
languages

 is an affiliate 
company of the Chinese Alibaba 
Group, and Ant Financial is the 
world's highest-valued Fintech com- 
pany. It has adopted and developed 
numerous AI technologies and met- 
hodologies, including Natural Lan- 
guage Processing. The Group asserts 
that it will, “Improve … financial life 
services capability, and deliver more 
convenient services and greater value 
for users.”

The Ant Group

 of Singapore has used 
Google Home as its base system 
since 2017, to process account 
queries and payment services, while 

 of South Korea is 
Bixby-based for account queries, 
financial news, payments and spend 
tracking.

OCBC Bank

Shinhan Bank
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India China

Singapore and South Korea

https://www.icicibank.com/#
https://www.business-standard.com/article/finance/icici-bank-plans-to-add-more-than-1-5-million-accounts-in-fy15-114082200912_1.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_languages_by_number_of_native_speakers_in_India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_languages_by_number_of_native_speakers_in_India
https://www.linkedin.com/company/antgroup/
https://www.ocbc.com/group/group-home.html
https://www.shinhan.com/en/#300000000000
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There’s no doubt that users 
appreciate these systems which keep 
them ‘hands free’ and allow multi- 
tasking to take place. In the recent 
past, queries would mean a trip to a 
bricks-and-mortar bank, with all the 
hassle that could entail, whereas now 
almost everything can be done via a 
device, and increasingly many of 
those activities can be accomplished 
by voice. Consumers have demon- 
strated that they are comfortable 
with voice recognition and are gene- 
rally willing to give trust to devices 
equipped with such AI-driven 
technologies. Now comes the chal- 
lenge of upscaling to voice activation, 
and meeting - then overcoming - 
issues of trust and security. 
It’s an almost certainty to predict that 

these issues will be met. The 
technologies exist and are being 
steadily improved. The public 
demand is there, and from the point 
of view of the banks, it’s a 
no-brainer. Just as bricks-and-mortar 
banking has devolved to online 
banking, then current point-and-click 
options will hand over to voice acti- 
vation. Audible is replacing tactile. 
And it’s happening now. Furthermore, 
with many people now working from 
home offices - or preferring private 
transport if they still commute to 
work - the environment in which 
voice banking can be accomplished 
feels more secure: another reason 
why voice banking is likely to be 
boosted. 

Voice is replacing  
point and click
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Voice based systems have seen rapid 
growth and uptake in the last three 
to five years, particularly among 
early adopters of the 25 to 34 age 
group. Smart audio devices are also 
proving their worth among other 
demographics, including children, the 
elderly, and people who have 
problems with dyslexia, hand 
coordination, or are visually impaired. 
Communicating with systems by 
voice is no longer unusual and there 
is widespread acceptance of the 
approach. The trend will continue, as 
more and more devices and systems 
are enabled to respond to human 
speech. It’s also notable that use of 
smart audio is no longer restricted to 
work-like situations, but that users 
often use their devices while doing 
other activities, and in a wide variety 
of domestic and other locations.


The AI processes which power voice 
recognition are constantly becoming 
more robust and reliable. Reflecting 
this, many national and international 
banks have begun to ‘dip their toes in 
their devices and systems. The 
technologies enabling this are 
coming to fruition now, and will in 
short order become ‘bomb-proof’.


Designing UX-UI for this new 
generation of voice activated 
devices requires in-depth 
knowledge of machine learning and 
modern linguistic theory of how 
humans speak, and think. We have 
already passed the point where we 

Ergomania

expect to have to modify and simplify 
our speech when requesting techno- 
logical assistance from a device. 
Therefore UX-UI design must meet 
the challenges of making systems 
ever more human-like in both their 
response and accuracy. 


To achieve such levels of accuracy 
requires a UX-UI agency to have 
significant know-how in researching, 
collating and enacting findings, and 
then packaging these in a 
user-friendly way which is both 
audibly and visually comprehensive. 
UX-UI has become rooted in science, 
rather than – as it once was – merely 
in ‘style’. Very few UX-UI agencies are 
equipped to bring together high level 
research and process knowledge 
(and yes, of course ‘style’ still 
counts), and even fewer also 
encompass in-depth experience of 
banking and Fintech organizations.


However, guess what? There is this 
company called . Based in 
Hungary, doing UX-UI business with 
the whole world of banking and 
Fintech.

In conclusion

https://ergomania.eu/
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Outroduction

Ergomania Product Design 
specializes in UX-UI for the FinTech 
and Banking sectors. The company is 
headquartered in Budapest with a 
team comprising 25 UX and UI 
experts, and is active across Europe. 
Major achievements include the 
introduction of a Product Design 
framework for the OTP Banking 
Group. Among other high profile 
clients are BNP Paribas Fortis, KBC, 
TreasurUp by Rabobank, Erste, 
Unicredit, and Western Union. 


Ergomania promotes partnership 
with clients, believing that only 
through mutual working can 
satisfying solutions be created. The 
company offers UX research and 
design, UX concepts, Service design, 
UI design, and Frontend develop- 
ment.


Ergomania’s Fintech specialization 
spans some 15+ years with the design 
of websites, online administration 
interfaces, and internal management 
systems for many banks, insurers, and 
financial service providers. There is a 

long track record of success in 
running distance-projects and 
nearshoring services which predate 
the Covid-19 pandemic by many 
years.


Recent projects also include a 
number of telecommunications, 
energy and listing sites with provided 
services ranging from UX design 
through UI design, and on to 
development and delivery.


Voice User Interface, and all related 
voice services, are a vital part of 
Ergomania’s offering, with high 
expertise and considerable 
experience in this area since 2013.


The company is confident in the firm 
belief that the future belongs to 
voice-based interfaces. Traditional 
ways of working have changed 
forever, and voice-based services 
form an essential and growing part of 
every bank and Fintech business.

Are you ready for the future? 

Ergomania is.

Harlan Cockburn

Independent Writer Director


